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Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller Instant USA TODAY Bestseller The longanticipated sequel to Sister Souljah’s million copy New York Times bestseller The
Coldest Winter Ever. Winter Santiaga hit time served. Still stunning, still pretty, still bold,
still loves her father more than any man in the world, still got her hustle and high
fashion flow. She’s eager to pay back her enemies, rebuild her father’s empire, reset
his crown, and ultimately to snatch Midnight back into her life no matter which bitch had
him while she was locked up. But Winter is not the only one with revenge on her mind.
Simone, Winter’s young business partner and friend, is locked and loaded and Winter
is her target. Will she blow Winter’s head off? Can Winter dodge the bullets? Or will at
least one bullet blast Winter into another world? Either way Winter is fearless. Hell is
the same as any hood and certainly the Brooklyn hood she grew up in. That’s what
Winter thinks. A heartwarming, heart-burning, passionate, sexual, comical, and
completely original adventure is about to happen in real time—raw, shocking, soulful,
and shameless. True fans won’t let Winter travel alone on this amazing journey.
Drawing on his personal fascinating story as a prosecutor, a defendant, and an
observer of the legal process, Paul Butler offers a sharp and engaging critique of our
criminal justice system. He argues against discriminatory drug laws and excessive
police power and shows how our policy of mass incarceration erodes communities and
perpetuates crime. Controversially, he supports jury nullification—or voting “not guilty”
out of principle—as a way for everyday people to take a stand against unfair laws, and
he joins with the “Stop Snitching” movement, arguing that the reliance on informants
leads to shoddy police work and distrust within communities. Butler offers instead a
“hip hop theory of justice,” parsing the messages about crime and punishment found in
urban music and culture. Butler’s argument is powerful, edgy, and incisive.
In It's Bigger Than Hip Hop, M. K. Asante, Jr. looks at the rise of a generation that sees
beyond the smoke and mirrors of corporate-manufactured hip hop and is building a
movement that will change not only the face of pop culture, but the world. Asante, a
young firebrand poet, professor, filmmaker, and activist who represents this movement,
uses hip hop as a springboard for a larger discussion about the urgent social and
political issues affecting the post-hip-hop generation, a new wave of youth searching for
an understanding of itself outside the self-destructive, corporate hip-hop monopoly.
Through insightful anecdotes, scholarship, personal encounters, and conversations with
youth across the globe as well as icons such as Chuck D and Maya Angelou, Asante
illuminates a shift that can be felt in the crowded spoken-word joints in post-Katrina
New Orleans, seen in the rise of youth-led organizations committed to social justice,
and heard around the world chanting "It's bigger than hip hop."
What can you do with a word? Read it, spell it, say it, picture it, understand it, make a
sentence with it, tell a story with it, share it with a friend. Everything starts with a love of
words! More than 300 words inspired by Dr. Edward Fry’s list of sight words are paired
with striking and playful illustrations by internationally renowned designer and artist
Christoph Niemann to deepen understanding, to enrich, and to enlighten those learning
to read and write English, whether they be children or adults. This compilation of more
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than 300 words and pictures encourages reading, fuels the imagination, and offers
hours of decoding fun. Christoph Niemann has illustrated each word with a picture that
challenges readers to make connections and puzzle out meaning in a playful way.
Homophones, basic punctuation, and an assortment of silly and unusual words are also
included to delineate the eighteen sections of the book. Browse the pages to discover
words you don’t know (or find a new facet of the ones you do)! Create your own stories
or poems by combining words, images, and ideas. Can you think of other words to
describe the images, or new drawings to interpret the words? Cover a word with your
finger and ask a friend to guess it just by looking at the picture. Or pick a word and draw
(or write) what you think happens next. . . . This is an excellent, original, and exuberant
teaching tool for parents as well as elementary school teachers, and it will also be
useful for ESL programs. Includes an introduction and an index.
THERE'S ONLY ONE THING THAT COOLIO'S BEEN DOING LONGER THAN
RAPPING: COOKING Coolio started making thirty-minute meals when he was ten
years old and has since developed a whole new cuisine: Ghetto Gourmet. His recipes
are built around solid comfort foods with a healthy twist that don't break the bank. Start
your Ghetto Gourmet adventure with some "Soul Rolls," follow-up with "Finger-Lickin',
Rib-Stickin', Fall-Off-the-Bone-and-into-Your-Mouth Chicken," and fi nish off with
"Banana Ba-ba-ba-bread" sweetened with golden honey. Chapters such as "How to
Become a Kitchen Pimp," "Chillin' and Grillin'," and "Pasta Like a Rasta" will guide you
through creating 5 star meals at a 1 star price. You can't fi nd fusions like Blasian (black
Asian) or Ghettalian (ghetto Italian) in restaurants, but you can have them cooking
away in your kitchen faster and easier than ordering takeout. As Coolio says, "All you
need is a little bit of food, and a little bit of know-how."
Just what do you do with talent from the wrong side of town? Benjamin Zephaniah
draws on his own experiences with school and the music business to create a novel
that speaks with passion and immediacy about the rap scene. Ray has trouble at home,
and he has trouble at school – until he's permanently excluded and ends up sleeping on
the floor of a record shop. What happens to a boy like Ray? If he's lucky, maybe he
gets a chance to shine. The story of three boys who aren't easy. They don't fit in. They
seem to attract trouble. But they know what they want, and they've got the talent to
back it up ... Brilliantly written and with a real ear for dialogue, fans of Angie Thomas
and Malorie Blackman will love Benjamin Zephaniah's novels for young adult readers:
Refugee Boy Face Gangsta Rap Teacher's Dead
In this striking new novel by the critically acclaimed author of Allegedly and Monday’s
Not Coming, Tiffany D. Jackson tells the story of three Brooklyn teens who plot to turn
their murdered friend into a major rap star by pretending he's still alive. Brooklyn, 1998.
Biggie Smalls was right: Things done changed. But that doesn’t mean that Quadir and
Jarrell are cool letting their best friend Steph’s music lie forgotten under his bed after
he’s murdered—not when his rhymes could turn any Bed Stuy corner into a party. With
the help of Steph’s younger sister Jasmine, they come up with a plan to promote
Steph’s music under a new rap name: the Architect. Soon, everyone wants a piece of
him. When his demo catches the attention of a hotheaded music label rep, the trio must
prove Steph’s talent from beyond the grave. As the pressure of keeping their secret
grows, Quadir, Jarrell, and Jasmine are forced to confront the truth about what
happened to Steph. Only, each has something to hide. And with everything riding on
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Steph’s fame, they need to decide what they stand for or lose all that they’ve worked
so hard to hold on to—including each other.
Rapper Bun B lends his street cred and occasionally his face to the creative, hilarious,
and just flat-out fun imaginings of Shea Serrano in Bun B’s Rap Coloring and Activity
Book. Described by the Washington Post as “what every hip-hop head wishes they had
as a child,” this imaginative work started as a series of printable rap-related coloring
and activity images. The 48-page, fully interactive book of coloring pages, unbelievably
clever activities, and smart plays on rap culture brings these stars and their music right
into your living room.Featured rappers include: Bun B Queen Latifah Drake Talib Kweli
Ice-T Common Wiz Khalifa Ludacris LL COOL J Big Boi Childish Gambino Questlove
B.o.B Mac Miller And many, many more! Praise for Bun B's Rap Coloring and Activity
Book: “A star-studded cast of some of the biggest names in rap, all in one book.” —Fast
Company’s Co.Create blog “It’s 48 pages long, and that’s the exact same number of
pages the Bible has, and that’s not an accident. That’s a little thing called God’s will.”
—Vice.com “The book is funny, smart, and as kid-tested, mother-approved as some of
these guys get.” —Vulture.com “Hilarious…razor sharp.” —XXL “If you've spent any kind
of time on the Internet, chances are something Shea Serrano has written, drawn, or
created has made you smile . . . The book’s a load of fun, and is sure to please rap
nerds and crayon-wielding tykes alike.” —Village Voice “There’s art, humor and
education, fun for young and old.” —Paste magazine “This is one of the few Tumblr-tobook projects that doesn’t make me want to punch my computer in disgust. If the
phrase ‘see if you can build a Budden’ doesn’t make you chuckle, then you should
stay away from hip-hop or jokes.” —Christopher R. Weingarten, SPIN “Bun B’s Rap
Coloring and Activity Book is gangsta!” —Mass Appeal.com "48 pages of MC worship
mixed with a generous measure of the kind of casual dissing of its star players that hiphop excels at.” —Esquire “When I’m listening to Drake, I sometimes feel blue. Now,
thanks to Bun B’s Rap Coloring and Activity Book, I can make Drake blue, too. And for
that, I am eternally grateful.” —Ryan Dombal, Pitchfork.com “The hip-hop coloring book
is the single most important thing to happen to color since Cam’s pink Range Rover.
Everyone should want a Serrano in their baño.” —Nate Erickson, GQ “Like the old
saying goes, the crayon is mightier than the sword. Bun B and Shea have assembled a
perfect collection of today’s brightest hip hop stars for fans of all ages to create, color
and remix. The Rap Coloring and Activity Book is like your own personal mixtape that
you can hang on your fridge and impress everyone with.” —Mike Ayers, Rolling Stone
“Fans can now color inside the lines of hip-hop greats.” —LA Times’ Jacket Copy blog
“It’s gotta be a first—for rap and for coloring.” —Houston Chronicle “For rap aficionados
young and old.” —GQ.com “You may want to buy two copies—one to color, and one to
keep fresh and new.” —Buzzfeed “The perfect coloring book for any hip-hop nerd.”
—Complex magazine “If you have not already purchased a copy, put down this
magazine immediately and go buy Bun B’s Rap Coloring and Activity Book.” —Kindling
Quarterly “A playful celebration of rap
"Carole Boston Weatherford, once again, delivers a resounding testament and reminder, that
hip-hop is a flavorful slice of larger cultural cake. And to be hip-hop-to truly be it-we must
remember that we are also funk, jazz, soul, folktale, and poetry. We must remember that . . .
we are who we are!" ?Jason Reynolds, New York Times best-selling author "Starting with its
attention-getting cover, this picture book does an excellent job of capturing the essence of rap .
. . This tribute to hip hop culture will appeal to a wide audience, and practically demands
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multiple readings." ?Booklist, STARRED REVIEW "No way around it, this book is supa-dupa
fly, with lush illustrations anchored in signature hip-hop iconography for the future of the global
hip-hop nation." ?Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW "With short, rhyming lines and dramatic
portraits of performers, the creative team behind How Sweet the Sound: The Story of Amazing
Grace offers a dynamic introduction to hip-hop. . . . This artful introduction to one of the most
influential cultural movements of the 20th century pulses with the energy and rhythm of its
subject." ?Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW Explore the roots of rap in this stunning,
rhyming, triple-timing book, now available as a board book! A generation voicing stories,
hopes, and fears founds a hip-hop nation. Say holler if you hear. The roots of rap and the
history of hip-hop have origins that precede DJ Kool Herc and Grandmaster Flash. Kids will
learn about how it evolved from folktales, spirituals, and poetry to the showmanship of James
Brown, to the culture of graffiti art and break dancing that formed around the art form and gave
birth to the musical artists we know today. Written in lyrical rhythm by award-winning author
and poet Carole Boston Weatherford and complete with flowing, vibrant illustrations by Frank
Morrison, this book beautifully illustrates how hip-hop is a language spoken the whole world
'round.
“One of the most useful books I’ve read about mental illnesses . . . It demystifies our
complicated medical and legal system.” —Pete Earley, New York Times-bestselling author of
Crazy: A Father’s Search Through America’s Mental Health Madness Finally, a book that
explains everything you ever wanted to know about psychiatry! In Shrink Rap, three
psychiatrists from different specialties provide frank answers to questions such as: • What is
psychotherapy, how does it work, and why don’t all psychiatrists do it? • When are
medications helpful? • What happens on a psychiatric unit? • Can Prozac make people
suicidal? • Why do many doctors not like Xanax? • Why do we have an insanity defense? •
Why do people confess to crimes they didn’t commit? Based on the authors’ hugely popular
blog and podcast series, this book is for patients and everyone else who is curious about how
psychiatrists work. Using compelling patient vignettes, Shrink Rap explains how psychiatrists
think about and address the problems they encounter, from the mundane (how much to
charge) to the controversial (involuntary hospitalization). The authors face the field’s
shortcomings head-on, revealing what other doctors may not admit about practicing psychiatry.
Candid and humorous, Shrink Rap gives a closeup view of psychiatry, peering into technology,
treatments, and the business of the field. If you’ve ever wondered how psychiatry really works,
let the Shrink Rappers explain. “A fascinating peek into the minds of those who study minds.”
—The Washington Post “Most of us easily understand how to treat a broken arm, but a
fractured psyche? That’s an entirely different matter. Or is it? This clear-headed presentation
of psychiatric services and methods covers a lot of ground and achieves a conversational tone
that’s both educational and entertaining.” —Baltimore Magazine
Now a global and transnational phenomenon, hip hop culture continues to affect and be
affected by the institutional, cultural, religious, social, economic and political landscape of
American society and beyond. Over the past two decades, numerous disciplines have taken up
hip hop culture for its intellectual weight and contributions to the cultural life and selfunderstanding of the United States. More recently, the academic study of religion has given hip
hop culture closer and more critical attention, yet this conversation is often limited to
discussions of hip hop and traditional understandings of religion and a methodological hyperfocus on lyrical and textual analyses. Religion in Hip Hop: Mapping the Terrain provides an
important step in advancing and mapping this new field of Religion and Hip Hop Studies. The
volume features 14 original contributions representative of this new terrain within three
sections representing major thematic issues over the past two decades. The Preface is written
by one of the most prolific and founding scholars of this area of study, Michael Eric Dyson, and
the inclusion of and collaboration with Bernard 'Bun B' Freeman fosters a perspective internal
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to Hip Hop and encourages conversation between artists and academics.
Avoiding the easy definitions and caricatures that tend to celebrate or condemn the "hip hop
generation," Hip Hop Matters focuses on fierce and far-reaching battles being waged in
politics, pop culture, and academe to assert control over the movement. At stake, Watkins
argues, is the impact hip hop has on the lives of the young people who live and breathe the
culture. He presents incisive analysis of the corporate takeover of hip hop and the rampant
misogyny that undermines the movement's progressive claims. Ultimately, we see how hip hop
struggles reverberate in the larger world: global media consolidation; racial and demographic
flux; generational cleavages; the reinvention of the pop music industry; and the ongoing
struggle to enrich the lives of ordinary youth.
New York Times Bestseller - Washington Post Bestseller - Pitchfork Book Club selection The
Rap Year Book takes readers on a journey that begins in 1979, widely regarded as the
moment rap became recognized as part of the cultural and musical landscape, and comes
right up to the present. Shea Serrano deftly pays homage to the most important song of each
year. Serrano also examines the most important moments that surround the history and culture
of rap music—from artists’ backgrounds to issues of race, the rise of hip-hop, and the struggles
among its major players—both personal and professional. Covering East Coast and West
Coast, famous rapper feuds, chart toppers, and show stoppers, The Rap Year Book is an indepth look at the most influential genre of music to come out of the last generation. Complete
with infographics, lyric maps, hilarious and informative footnotes, portraits of the artists, and
short essays by other prominent music writers, The Rap Year Book is both a narrative and
illustrated guide to the most iconic and influential rap songs ever created.
Examining the dynamics of hip-hop from every region and in every form—mainstream and
underground, current and classic—this compelling how-to discusses everything from content
and flow to rhythm and delivery in relation to the art and craft of rap. Compiled from the most
extensive research on rapping to date, this first-of-its-kind guide delivers countless candid and
exclusive insights from more than 100 of the most critically acclaimed artists in hiphop—including Clipse, Cypress Hill, Nelly, Public Enemy, Remy Ma, Schoolly D, A Tribe Called
Quest, and will.i.am—unraveling the stories behind their art and preserving a wealth of the
genre’s history through the words of the legends themselves. Exhaustively detailing the many
complex aspects of rapping—such as utilizing literary tools and devices to strengthen content,
battling, imagery, similes, metaphors, analogies, slang, performing both live and in the studio,
word play, controversial content and punchlines, and constructing beats, singles, and
freestyling—with emphasis on enunciating and breathing for unique vocal style, this remarkable
book will benefit beginners and pros alike with its limitless wealth of rapping lore and insight.
The truth about English is that it can get pretty boring. Dangling modifiers, gerunds,
punctuation marks--it's enough to make you want to drop out of high school. Swearing and sex
on the other hand, well, these time-honored pastimes warm the cockles of our hearts. Now,
The Elements of F*cking Style drags English grammar out of the ivory tower and into the
gutter, injecting a dull subject with a much-needed dose of color. This book addresses
everything from common questions ("What the hell is a pronoun?") to philosophical
conundrums ("Does not using paragraphs or periods make my thesis read like it was written by
a mental patient?"). Other valuable sections include: •All I've got in this world are my
sentences and my balls, and I don't break 'em for nobody •A colon is more than an organ that
gets cancer •Words your bound to f*ck up One glance at your friend's blog should tell you
everything you need to know about the sorry state of the English language. This book gives
you the tools you need to stop looking like an idiot on message boards and in interoffice
memos. Grammar has never before been so much f*cking fun.
Rapper Gucci Mane takes us to his roots in Alabama, the streets of East Atlanta, the trap
house, and the studio where he found his voice as a peerless rapper. He reflects on his
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inimitable career and in the process confronts his dark past -- the murder charge, years behind
bars, addiction, career highs and lows -- the making of the Trap God. It is one of the greatest
comeback stories in the history of music. -- Adapted from book jacket.

“Morgan has given an entire generation of black feminists space and language to
center their pleasures alongside their politics.” —Janet Mock, New York Times
bestselling author of Redefining Realness “All that and then some, Chickenheads
informs and educates, confronts and charms, raises the bar high by getting down low,
and, to steal my favorite Joan Morgan phrase, bounced me out of the room.” —Marlon
James, Man Booker Prize–winning author of A Brief History of Seven Killings Still fresh,
funny, and irreverent after eighteen years, When Chickenheads Come Home to Roost
gives voice to the most intimate thoughts of the post-Civil Rights, post-feminist, postsoul generation. Joan Morgan offers a provocative and powerful look into the life of the
modern black woman: a complex world in which feminists often have not-so-clandestine
affairs with the most sexist of men, where women who treasure their independence
frequently prefer men who pick up the tab, where the deluge of babymothers and
babyfathers reminds black women who long for marriage that traditional nuclear
families are a reality for less than forty percent of the population, and where black
women are forced to make sense of a world where truth is no longer black and white
but subtle, intriguing shades of gray.
Rap songs are famous for their double entendres, clever turns of phrase, and general
ingenuity, but that doesnÆt mean things always make sense the first time around.
Enter Understand Rap, a very funny pop-cultural reference book based on the website
of the same name, which precisely explains the confusing lyrics and terms used in rap
songs using language that even the most un-hip person can understand. The
juxtaposition of a dry, academic tone with hip-hop terminology results in a book thatÆs
as entertaining as it is informative.
#1 New York Times bestseller · Seven starred reviews · Boston Globe-Horn Book
Award Honor Book “For all the struggle in this book, Thomas rarely misses a step as a
writer. Thomas continues to hold up that mirror with grace and confidence. We are
lucky to have her, and lucky to know a girl like Bri.”—The New York Times Book Review
This digital edition contains a letter from the author, deleted scenes, a picture of the
author as a teen rapper, an annotated playlist, Angie’s top 5 MCs, an annotated rap,
illustrated quotes from the book, and an excerpt from Angie’s next novel, Concrete
Rose. Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of the greatest rappers of all time. Or at
least win her first battle. As the daughter of an underground hip hop legend who died
right before he hit big, Bri’s got massive shoes to fill. But it’s hard to get your come up
when you’re labeled a hoodlum at school, and your fridge at home is empty after your
mom loses her job. So Bri pours her anger and frustration into her first song, which
goes viral . . . for all the wrong reasons. Bri soon finds herself at the center of a
controversy, portrayed by the media as more menace than MC. But with an eviction
notice staring her family down, Bri doesn’t just want to make it—she has to. Even if it
means becoming the very thing the public has made her out to be. Insightful,
unflinching, and full of heart, On the Come Up is an ode to hip hop from one of the most
influential literary voices of a generation. It is the story of fighting for your dreams, even
as the odds are stacked against you; and about how, especially for young black people,
freedom of speech isn’t always free.
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From the founder of the Wu-Tang Clan—celebrating their 25th anniversary this year—an
inspirational book for the hip hop fan. The RZA, founder of the Wu-Tang Clan, imparts
the lessons he's learned on his journey from the Staten Island projects to international
superstardom. A devout student of knowledge in every form in which he's found it, he
distills here the wisdom he's acquired into seven "pillars," each based on a formative
event in his life-from the moment he first heard the call of hip-hop to the death of his
cousin and Clan- mate, Russell Jones, aka ODB. Delivered in RZA's unmistakable
style, at once surprising, profound, and provocative, The Tao of Wu is a spiritual
memoir the world has never seen before, and will never see again. A nonfiction
Siddhartha for the hip-hop generation from the author of The Wu-Tang Manual, it will
enlighten, entertain, and inspire.
A pitch-perfect account of how hip-hop culture drew in the author and how his father
drew him out again-with love, perseverance, and fifteen thousand books. Into Williams's
childhood home-a one-story ranch house-his father crammed more books than the local
library could hold. "Pappy" used some of these volumes to run an academic prep
service; the rest he used in his unending pursuit of wisdom. His son's pursuits were
quite different-"money, hoes, and clothes." The teenage Williams wore Medusa- faced
Versace sunglasses and a hefty gold medallion, dumbed down and thugged up his
speech, and did whatever else he could to fit into the intoxicating hip-hop culture that
surrounded him. Like all his friends, he knew exactly where he was the day Biggie
Smalls died, he could recite the lyrics to any Nas or Tupac song, and he kept his
woman in line, with force if necessary. But Pappy, who grew up in the segregated
South and hid in closets so he could read Aesop and Plato, had a different destiny in
mind for his son. For years, Williams managed to juggle two disparate lifestyles"keeping it real" in his friends' eyes and studying for the SATs under his father's strict
tutelage. As college approached and the stakes of the thug lifestyle escalated, the
revolving door between Williams's street life and home life threatened to spin out of
control. Ultimately, Williams would have to decide between hip-hop and his future.
Would he choose "street dreams" or a radically different dream- the one Martin Luther
King spoke of or the one Pappy held out to him now? Williams is the first of his
generation to measure the seductive power of hip-hop against its restrictive worldview,
which ultimately leaves those who live it powerless. Losing My Cool portrays the allure
and the danger of hip-hop culture like no book has before. Even more remarkably,
Williams evokes the subtle salvation that literature offers and recounts with breathtaking
clarity a burgeoning bond between father and son. Watch a Video
"Raw, authoritative, and unflinching ... An elaborately detailed, darkly surprising,
definitive history of the LA gangsta rap era."---Kirkus, starred review A monumental,
revealing narrative history about the legendary group of artists at the forefront of West
Coast hip-hop: Eazy-E, Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, Snoop Dogg, and Tupac Shakur. Amid rising
gang violence, the crack epidemic, and police brutality, a group of unlikely voices cut
through the chaos of late 1980s Los Angeles: N.W.A. Led by a drug dealer, a glammedup producer, and a high school kid, N.W.A gave voice to disenfranchised African
Americans across the country. And they quickly redefined pop culture across the world.
Their names remain as popular as ever--Eazy-E, Dr. Dre, and Ice Cube. Dre soon
joined forces with Suge Knight to create the combustible Death Row Records, which in
turn transformed Snoop Dogg and Tupac Shakur into superstars. Ben Westhoff
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explores how this group of artists shifted the balance of hip-hop from New York to Los
Angeles. He shows how N.W.A.'s shocking success lead to rivalries between members,
record labels, and eventually a war between East Coast and West Coast factions. In
the process, hip-hop burst into mainstream America at a time of immense social
change, and became the most dominant musical movement of the last thirty years. At
gangsta rap's peak, two of its biggest names--Tupac and Biggie Smalls--were
murdered, leaving the surviving artists to forge peace before the genre annihilated
itself. Featuring extensive investigative reporting, interviews with the principal players,
and dozens of never-before-told stories, Original Gangstas is a groundbreaking addition
to the history of popular music.
If asked to list the greatest innovators of modern American poetry, few of us would think
to include Jay-Z or Eminem in their number. And yet hip hop is the source of some of
the most exciting developments in verse today. The media uproar in response to its
controversial lyrical content has obscured hip hop's revolution of poetic craft and
experience: Only in rap music can the beat of a song render poetic meter audible,
allowing an MC's wordplay to move a club-full of eager listeners.Examining rap history's
most memorable lyricists and their inimitable techniques, literary scholar Adam Bradley
argues that we must understand rap as poetry or miss the vanguard of poetry today.
Book of Rhymes explores America's least understood poets, unpacking their
surprisingly complex craft, and according rap poetry the respect it deserves.
From top dogs Chis Raschka and Vladimir Radunsky comes an uplifting tale of canine
self-reliance told in acrobatic, infectious rhyme. I'm the zoom-est and the boom-est,
spread no gloom-est, say no doom-est. I'm the top-est, never stop-est, Boston Pop-est,
be be bop-est. I'm the jazz-est, razzmatazz-est, dazzle dazz-est, most pizzazz-est.
Think I kinda like it as the Hip Hop Dog. In an empowering story of an underdog who
finds his voice and sense of self-worth through music, here is one hip dog who starts
out as a dejected mutt but finds his groove—and his place in the world—through hip hop.

A NEW YORK TIMES, TIME, GQ, Vulture, and WASHINGTON POST TOP 10
BOOK of the YEAR ONE OF BARACK OBAMA'S FAVOURITE BOOKS OF THE
YEAR Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and the National Book
Critics Circle Award Shortlisted for the Rathbones Folio Prize Winner of the
Hefner Heitz Kansas Book Award From the award-winning author of 10:04 and
Leaving the Atocha Station, a tender and expansive family drama set in the
American Midwest at the turn of the century, hailed by Maggie Nelson as Ben
Lerner's "most discerning, ambitious, innovative, and timely novel to date." Adam
Gordon is a senior at Topeka High School, class of '97. His mother, Jane, is a
famous feminist author; his father, Jonathan, is an expert at getting "lost boys" to
open up. They both work at a psychiatric clinic that has attracted staff and
patients from around the world. Adam is a renowned debater, expected to win a
national championship before he heads to college. He is one of the cool kids,
ready to fight or, better, freestyle about fighting if it keeps his peers from thinking
of him as weak. Adam is also one of the seniors who bring the loner Darren
Eberheart--who is, unbeknownst to Adam, his father's patient--into the social
scene, to disastrous effect. Deftly shifting perspectives and time periods, The
Topeka School is the story of a family, its struggles and its strengths: Jane's
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reckoning with the legacy of an abusive father, Jonathan's marital transgressions,
the challenge of raising a good son in a culture of toxic masculinity. It is also a
riveting prehistory of the present: the collapse of public speech, the trolls and
tyrants of the New Right, and the ongoing crisis of identity among white men.
The only thing Beatrice Ball enjoys in life is singing onstage. The rest of the time
she may as well be dead. Famous since childhood, her most significant
relationship has been with her controlling single mother, who keeps practically
everyone else away from her. Restless, Beatrice begins to sneak out in public
incognito. When she wakes up in the E.R. to discover her only friend has been
murdered during one of their secret forays into New York City, Beatrice s memory
is gone and all traces of her connection to the crime are somehow erased. Days
after the murder, her mother gets the entertainment world s most illustrious
impresario to take on Beatrice as a client, thereby initiating her into a rarified
circle of stars. Thrown into a whole new level of the game, Beatrice discovers the
sickening reality at the core of the entertainment industry. The new expectations
placed on her exceed anything she s had to do in the past, and despite her
mother s best efforts to shield her, Beatrice realizes she must continue her climb
to superstardom or face the gravest consequences.
He’s a hip-hop icon credited with single-handedly creating gangsta rap.
Television viewers know him as Detective Odafin “Fin” Tutuola on the top-rated
drama Law & Order: SVU. But where the hype and the headlines end, the real
story of Ice-T—the one few of his millions of fans have ever heard—truly begins.
Ice is Ice-T in his own words—raw, uncensored, and unafraid to speak his mind.
About his orphan upbringing on the gang-infested streets of South Central, his
four-year stint in the U.S. Army, his successful career as a hustler and thief, and
his fateful decision to turn away from a life of crime and forge his own path to
international stardom. Along the way, Ice shares never-before-told stories about
friends such as Tupac, Dick Wolf, Chris Rock, and Flavor Flav, among others.
And he offers up candid observations on marriage and monogamy, the current
state of hip-hop, and his latest passion: mentoring at-risk youths around the
country. With insights into the cutthroat world of the street—and the cutthroat
world of Hollywood—Ice is the unforgettable story of a true American original.
At once the most lucrative, popular, and culturally oppositional musical force in
the United States, hip hop demands the kind of interpretation Imani Perry
provides here: criticism engaged with this vibrant musical form on its own terms.
A scholar and a fan, Perry considers the art, politics, and culture of hip hop
through an analysis of song lyrics, the words of the prophets of the hood.
Recognizing prevailing characterizations of hip hop as a transnational musical
form, Perry advances a powerful argument that hip hop is first and foremost black
American music. At the same time, she contends that many studies have
shortchanged the aesthetic value of rap by attributing its form and content
primarily to socioeconomic factors. Her innovative analysis revels in the artistry of
hip hop, revealing it as an art of innovation, not deprivation. Perry offers detailed
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readings of the lyrics of many hip hop artists, including Ice Cube, Public Enemy,
De La Soul, krs-One, OutKast, Sean “Puffy” Combs, Tupac Shakur, Lil’ Kim,
Biggie Smalls, Nas, Method Man, and Lauryn Hill. She focuses on the cultural
foundations of the music and on the form and narrative features of the songs—the
call and response, the reliance on the break, the use of metaphor, and the
recurring figures of the trickster and the outlaw. Perry also provides complex
considerations of hip hop’s association with crime, violence, and misogyny. She
shows that while its message may be disconcerting, rap often expresses brilliant
insights about existence in a society mired in difficult racial and gender politics.
Hip hop, she suggests, airs a much wider, more troubling range of black
experience than was projected during the civil rights era. It provides a unique
public space where the sacred and the profane impulses within African American
culture unite.
An album-by-album celebration of the life and music of Mac Miller through oral
histories, intimate reflections, and critical examinations of his enduring work.
“One of my most vivid memories of him is the way he would look at you while he
was playing you a song. He tried to look you right in the eyes to see how you
were feeling about it.” —Will Kalson, friend and first manager Following Mac
Miller’s tragic passing in 2018, Donna-Claire Chesman dedicated a year to
chronicling his work through the unique lens of her relationship to the music and
Mac’s singular relationship to his fans. Like many who’d been following him
since he’d started releasing mixtapes at eighteen years old, she felt as if she’d
come of age alongside the rapidly evolving artist, with his music being crucial to
her personal development. “I want people to remember his humanity as they’re
listening to the music, to realize how much bravery and courage it takes to be
that honest, be that self-aware, and be that real about things going on internally.
He let us witness that entire journey. He never hid that.” —Kehlani, friend and
musician. The project evolved to include intimate interviews with many of Mac’s
closest friends and collaborators, from his Most Dope Family in Pittsburgh to the
producers and musicians who assisted him in making his everlasting music,
including Big Jerm, Rex Arrow, Wiz Khalifa, Benjy Grinberg, Just Blaze, Josh
Berg, Syd, Thundercat, and more. These voices, along with the author’s
commentary, provide a vivid and poignant portrait of this astonishing artist—one
who had just released a series of increasingly complex albums, demonstrating
what a musical force he was and how heartbreaking it was to lose him. “As I’m
reading the lyrics, it’s crazy. It’s him telling us that he hopes we can always
respect him. I feel like this is a message from him, spiritually. A lot of the time, his
music was like little letters and messages to his friends, family, and people he
loved, to remind them of who he really was.” —Quentin Cuff, best friend and tour
manager
Finally back in print--David Foster Wallace and Mark Costello's exuberant
exploration of rap music and culture. Living together in Cambridge in 1989, David
Foster Wallace and longtime friend Mark Costello discovered that they shared
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"an uncomfortable, somewhat furtive, and distinctively white enthusiasm for a
certain music called rap/hip-hop." The book they wrote together, set against the
legendary Boston music scene, mapped the bipolarities of rap and pop, rebellion
and acceptance, glitz and gangsterdom. Signifying Rappers issued a fan's
challenge to the giants of rock writing, Greil Marcus, Robert Palmer, and Lester
Bangs: Could the new street beats of 1989 set us free, as rock had always
promised? Back in print at last, Signifying Rappers is a rare record of a city and a
summer by two great thinkers, writers, and friends. With a new foreword by Mark
Costello on his experience writing with David Foster Wallace, this rerelease
cannot be missed.
Likened to a 48 Laws of Power for young Black men, this book presents Black
biographies, history, and current events in a language that the Hip-Hop
generation will understand and relate to. Each story or essay is framed within the
context of a life lesson, each one being of vital importance to the survival,
redemption, and ultimate success of our dying Black generation. Both the
positive and negative sides of the Black experience are explored in detail, from
the lives of infamous drug dealers and pimps to the exploits of Black
revolutionaries and activists. In addition, several How To sections outline simple
strategies for self-development. Packed with useful information, from the best
way to handle confrontations with police, to the continuing relevance of the 1919
race riots, this book has been compared to an urban Encyclopedia Africana.
Others have called it a Blueprint for Black Power for a generation struggling with
materialism and short attention spans. This book is guaranteed to change the
world by changing the way millions of people think and live. In How to Hustle and
Win, author Supreme Understanding tells, in often graphic detail, stories like that
of the infamous Philadelphia Black Mafia, Harlem's heroin kingpin Frank Lucas,
and former gang leader Stanley "Tookie" Williams. In between and throughout
these tales, he weaves life lessons and guidance, turning sordid stories of crime
and urban despair into an educational experience. Whereas Robert Greene's
bestselling 48 Laws of Power used iconic figures from classical history to
illustrate the guidelines for personal success, How to Hustle and Win is filled with
the exploits of rappers, gangsters, radicals, and revolutionaries. This is a new
kind of Black history book, and its intent is the motivation and achievement of a
new kind of reader. Although today's literary market has seen an influx of selfhelp books attending to a variety of issues, few books have attempted to address
the concerns of young Black men, struggling to find direction. It is this group that
author Supreme Understanding names as one of most troubled demographics in
American society today. On the book's website, the author comments:
"Unfortunately, few authors actively target this audience, and those who do are
either not speaking their language, or not interested in pushing for change. This
is why How to Hustle and Win was written. This book will change the minds of
millions of young men of color, and by doing this, it will ultimately change the
world." Revolutionary aspirations aside, How to Hustle and Win's groundbreaking
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concept results in a truly appealing work. Its essays are delivered in short bursts,
none of them over four pages long, making it ideal for struggling readers and
those with shorter attention spans. At the same time, the book is filled with a
wealth of information that would enlighten educated readers equally. In fact, the
author juxtaposes his own personal tales of early delinquency and misdirection
with his later years of professional success, including obtaining a doctorate in
education at the age of 26.
An introduction to pioneering DJ Clive Campbell describes how he devised new
ways of playing music between dance songs, sharing insight into his youth in
1970s Jamaica and the Bronx and how his musical achievements helped counter
gang violence. By the author of the National Book Award finalist, Harlem Stomp!
In a heart-wrenching, candid autobiography, a human rights activist offers a firsthand
account of war from the perspective of a former child soldier, detailing the violent civil
war that wracked his native Sierra Leone and the government forces that transformed a
gentle young boy into a killer as a member of the army. 75,000 first printing.
The Grammy Award-winning recording artist and actor shares the story of his life, from
his youth on Chicago's Southside and rise in the hip-hop industry to his movie
appearances and the lessons he has learned as a son and a father.
Decoded is a book like no other: a collection of lyrics and their meanings that together
tell the story of a culture, an art form, a moment in history, and one of the most
provocative and successful artists of our time. Praise for Decoded “Compelling . . .
provocative, evocative . . . Part autobiography, part lavishly illustrated commentary on
the author’s own work, Decoded gives the reader a harrowing portrait of the rough
worlds Jay-Z navigated in his youth, while at the same time deconstructing his
lyrics.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times “One of a handful of books that just
about any hip hop fan should own.”—The New Yorker “Elegantly designed, incisively
written . . . an impressive leap by a man who has never been known for small
steps.”—Los Angeles Times “A riveting exploration of Jay-Z’s journey . . . So
thoroughly engrossing, it reads like a good piece of cultural journalism.”—The Boston
Globe “Shawn Carter’s most honest airing of the experiences he drew on to create the
mythic figure of Jay-Z . . . The scenes he recounts along the way are
fascinating.”—Entertainment Weekly “Hip-hop’s renaissance man drops a classic. . . .
Heartfelt, passionate and slick.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
From Two Live Crew's controversial comedy to Ice Cube's gangsta styling and the
battle rhymes of a streetcorner cypher, rap has always drawn on deep traditions of
African American poetic word-play, In Talking 'Bout Your Mama, author Elijah Wald
explores one of the most potent sources of rap: the viciously funny, outrageously
inventive insult game known as "the dozens." So what is the dozens? At its simplest, it's
a comic chain of "yo' mama" jokes. At its most complex, it's an intricate form of social
interaction that reaches back to African ceremonial rituals. Wald traces the tradition of
African American street rhyming and verbal combat that has ruled urban neighborhoods
since the early 1900s. Whether considered vernacular poetry, aggressive dueling, a
test of street cool, or just a mess of dirty insults, the dozens is a basic building block of
African-American culture. A game which could inspire raucous laughter or escalate to
violence, it provided a wellspring of rhymes, attitude, and raw humor that has influenced
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pop musicians from Jelly Roll Morton and Robert Johnson to Tupac Shakur and Jay Z.
Wald goes back to the dozens' roots, looking at mother-insulting and verbal combat
from Greenland to the sources of the Niger, and shows its breadth of influence in the
seminal writings of Richard Wright, Langston Hughes, and Zora Neale Hurston; the
comedy of Richard Pryor and George Carlin; the dark humor of the blues; the hip slang
and competitive jamming of jazz; and in its ultimate evolution into the improvisatory
battling of rap. From schoolyard games and rural work songs to urban novels and
nightclub comedy, and pop hits from ragtime to rap, Wald uses the dozens as a lens to
provide new insight into over a century of African American culture. A groundbreaking
work, Talking 'Bout Your Mama is an essential book for anyone interested in African
American cultural studies, history and linguistics, and the origins of rap music.
“There has never been a better book about hip-hop…a record-biz portrait that jumps off
the page.”—A.V. Club THE INSPIRATION FOR THE VH1 SERIES THE BREAKS The
Big Payback takes readers from the first $15 made by a “rapping DJ” in 1970s New
York to the multi-million-dollar sales of the Phat Farm and Roc-a-Wear clothing
companies in 2004 and 2007. On this four-decade-long journey from the studios where
the first rap records were made to the boardrooms where the big deals were inked, The
Big Payback tallies the list of who lost and who won. Read the secret histories of the
early long-shot successes of Sugar Hill Records and Grandmaster Flash, Run DMC's
crossover breakthrough on MTV, the marketing of gangsta rap, and the rise of artist/
entrepreneurs like Jay-Z and Sean “Diddy” Combs. 300 industry giants like Def Jam
founders Rick Rubin and Russell Simmons gave their stories to renowned hip-hop
journalist Dan Charnas, who provides a compelling, never-before-seen, mythdebunking view into the victories, defeats, corporate clashes, and street battles along
the 40-year road to hip-hop's dominance. INCLUDES PHOTOGRAPHS
'A mix of urbane wit and surreal extrapolations - Douglas Adams meets Flann O'Brien'
Independent Who else but Steve Martin could combine irrefutable evidence that Mars is
populated by kittens with a treatise on sledgehammers? In this brilliantly witty collection
of pieces Steve Martin takes a subversive glimpse at the world and a sideways swipe at
the conventional. From memory tips for the over-fifties to his insightful exposition of
'Wittgenstein's Banana', never has 'pure drivel' been so entertaining.
With a new preface by the author. Ten years after his murder, Tupac Shakur is even
more loved, contested, and celebrated than he was in life. His posthumously released
albums, poetry, and motion pictures have catapulted him into the upper echelon of
American cultural icons. In Holler If You Hear Me, “hip-hop intellectual” Michael Eric
Dyson, acclaimed author of the bestselling Is Bill Cosby Right?, offers a wholly original
way of looking at Tupac that will thrill those who already love the artist and enlighten
those who want to understand him.
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